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**plugin rcontent causes WSOD**

Status

- Closed

Subject

plugin rcontent causes WSOD

Version

3.x

Category

- Error
- Regression

Feature

Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Modules

Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Dynamic Content

Resolution status

Duplicate

Submitted by

stripmind

Lastmod by

Marc Laporte

Rating

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description

placing BRANCH-1-9: into an assigned module causes WSOD.

d this was a big problem for me on upgrade, because I had rcontent in my 2.x installation, upgrade to 3.1 gave me WSOD. Lack of access (because of WSOD) made fixing the problem much more difficult for me, as an end-user.

According to luciash in chat:

seems conflict between plugin and wiki syntax to me, because recently the syntax was made more universal and plugins can be called using lowercase {pluginname} syntax too

note, sorry if this posts twice...
Solution

Workaround:

Deleting lib/wikiplugins/wikiplugin_rcontent.php fixes WSOD, rcontent syntax then pulls content correctly (tho apparently not correctly parsing text formatting unless using {wiki}BRANCH-1-9: {/wiki})

Importance

6

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: [trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance]

Ticket ID

2799
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